DESIGN AND CREATIVITY WORKING GROUP

Co-leads: Giulia Chiarel (Autonomous Province of Bozen/Bolzano – South Tyrol), Anna Spechtenhouser (Stuttgart), Roberta Negriolli (Lombardy), Marie-Laurence Com (Region Sud)

Key EU processes to follow
• Project opportunities under Creative Europe, Horizon Europe, especially the 2nd “Culture, creativity and inclusive society” cluster
• Year of skills
• New European Bauhaus
• FP10 discussions

On-going activities to be followed further in 2024
• EIT KIC Culture and Creativity
• Collaboration with the EU Policy Lab

First planned meetings
• Culture & Creativity Cluster kick off meeting & networking drinks - 1 February
• NEB festival side event on youth and skills - 9 April
• EU Design Days – May/June (TBC)
• The Pact for Skills for CCIs: how to proceed after the EU Year of Skills?
• AI in CCS, tourism and cultural heritage – Cluster level activity with link to ICT WG